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Jacey’s Kingdom is an enthralling tale that revolves around a startlingly desperate reality: Jacey Jackson, a talented student destined
for Cambridge, collapses with a brain tumour while sitting her final history exam at school. In her mind she struggles through a
quasi-historical sixth century dreamscape whilst the surgeons fight to save her life.
Jacey is helped by a stranger called George, who finds himself trapped in her nightmare after a terrible car accident. There are
quests, battles, and a love story ahead of them, before we find out if Jacey will awake from her coma or perish on the operating
table. And who, or what, is George? In this book, Dave Weaver questions our perception of reality and the redemptive power of
dreams; are our experiences of fear, conflict, friendship and love any less real or meaningful when they take place in the mind rather
than the ‘real’ physical world?
Dave Weaver cleverly weaves a tale that takes the almost unimaginable drama of an eighteen year-old girl whose life is in the
balance, relying on modern surgery to bring her back from the brink, and conceives the world that she has constructed in her mind
to deal with the trauma happening to her body. Developing the friendship between Jacey and George in a natural and witty style,
despite their unlikely situation and the difference in their ages, Dave has produced a story that is both exciting and thoughtprovoking. This will be a must-read story for adults and young adults alike.
Dave Weaver, a graphic designer, was born in darkest Surrey. He took quite a long time to begin writing. About a decade ago he
joined the local Verulam Writers’ Circle and has since had a number of short stories published in various anthologies and webzines.
Much of his writing hovers on the shifting borders between fantasy and reality. He holds a particular fascination for the uncertain
times of Britain’s Dark Ages, no doubt inspired by the ruins of the Roman town of Verulamium near where he lives with his family
and a cat called Trillian. Jacey’s Kingdom is his first novel.
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